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  This analysis of the gut microbiome of patients with gastrointestinal cancer receiving anti–PD-1/PD-L1 shows that responders and nonresponders exhibit differential microbial genera. This suggests that the composition of the microbiome could serve as a biomarker of response.
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  The gut microbiome influences the efficacy of immune checkpoint inhibition (ICI). In non–small cell lung carcinoma patients, antibiotics have a negative impact on ICI efficacy, correlating to enrichment of *Ruminococcaceae UCG 13* and *Agathobacter* in the gut.
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  Hyperglycemia increases O-GlcNAc in tumor-associated macrophages, shifting them to a protumor phenotype (M2-like) and contributing to cancer progression. Inhibition of O-GlcNAcylation reprograms intratumoral macrophages to an antitumoral phenotype, slowing tumor growth.
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Cross-dressing of CD8<sup>+</sup> Dendritic Cells with Antigens from Live Mouse Tumor Cells Is a Major Mechanism of Cross-priming
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Understanding of uptake and presentation of antigens from live tumor cells is important for tumor immunity. Live tumor cells are an abundant source of antigen for CD8<sup>+</sup> dendritic cells, inducing robust cross-priming and antitumor immunity by cross-dressing.
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Many patients do not respond to immune checkpoint blocking antibodies, thus new approaches are needed. A bispecific antibody targeting both PD-1 and PD-L1 has better antitumor efficacy than the single antibody or combination antibody treatments.

CD39 Identifies the CD4<sup>+</sup> Tumor-Specific T-cell Population in Human Cancer


Immunotherapy of cancer is based on the activation of tumor-reactive CD4<sup>+</sup> and CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells. The authors show that the expression of CD39 can be used to identify, isolate, and expand tumor-reactive T-cell populations in cancers.
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Spliced peptide antigens are shown to be abundant in the immunopeptidome of melanoma, can change with cytokine exposure, and are targets of T cells. The data identify these posttranslationally spliced peptides as potential targets in cancer immunotherapy.

The gut microbiome contributes to antitumor immune responses and the efficacy of immune checkpoint inhibition (ICI) in cancer patients. Here, the Okuma, Routy, and Zitvogel labs study how previous antibiotic treatment impacts ICI efficacy in 70 non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. Performing 16S rRNA V3–V4 sequencing of fecal samples, they found that NSCLC patients with pre-ICI antibiotic treatment had less bacterial alpha-diversity, but enrichment of Ruminococcaceae UCG 13 and Agathobacter, in the gut. These alterations correlate to dampened ICI efficacy. Thus, antibiotic treatment negatively impacts ICI efficacy in NSCLC patients. To read more, Hakozaki et al. begins on page 1243. Taxonomic cladogram of the gut microbiota of patients treated with or without antibiotics from the Okuma laboratory. Artwork by Lewis Long.